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Abstract—In today’s WLANs, scheduling of packet transmis-
sions solely relies on the collision and success a station may expe-
rience. To better support traffic differentiation in dense WLANs,
in this paper, we propose a distributed reservation mechanism for
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access Extended Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/ECA) MAC protocol, termed CSMA/ECA-DR, based
on which stations can collaboratively achieve higher network
performance. In addition, proper Contention Window (CW)
will be chosen based on the instantaneously estimated number
of active contenders in the network. Simulation results from
dense scenarios with traffic differentiation demonstrate that
CSMA/ECA-DR can greatly improve the efficiency of WLANs
for traffic differentiation even with large numbers of contenders.

Index Terms — deterministic backoff, collision-free
MAC, distributed reservation, traffic differentiation, dense
WLAN.

I. INTRODUCTION

To share wireless spectrum among contending Wi-Fi sta-
tions, Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) employs
CSMA/CA with Binary Exponential Backoff. For traffic dif-
ferentiation, Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA)
specializes DCF parameters for different traffic Access Cat-
egories (ACs) as well as giving more channel access time
to high priority ACs by giving them different AIFS values
and TXOP durations based on IEEE 802.11e.However, in
dense scenarios, performance of EDCA severely degrades with
increasing number of contenders and resultant collisions [1]. In
particular, to satisfy QoS requirements, delay-sensitive traffic
will blindly be given more channel access time, which may
further increase the collision probability, and hence negatively
affect the overall efficiency of the channel and QoS/QoE in
dense scenarios [2].

Recently, there have been several efforts to improve
CSMA/CA for emerging Wi-Fi standards [1]–[9]. Specifically,
to address high collision rates in dense scenarios, differ-
ent techniques have been developed to achieve collision-free
schedules or reduce collisions by choosing optimal CW values.
In particular, using CSMA Enhanced Collision Avoidance with
Hysteresis and Fair Share (CSMA/ECAHys+FS) [1]–[3], upon a
successful transmission, a station chooses the ‘expected value’
of the Contention Window (CW) in which it just transmitted
as its next backoff value (termed deterministic backoff). This
will gradually create a collision-free schedule in single traffic

scenarios but is unable to achieve collision-free schedule in
traffic differentiation.

Our goal is to further reduce collisions in both saturated
and unsaturated dense scenarios with traffic differentiation. To
achieve this goal, we extend CSMA/ECAHys+FS [2] to pro-
pose CSMA/ECAHys+FS with Distributed Reservation (termed
CSMA/ECA-DRHys+FS), where stations add their transmitting
backoff stage (a 3-bit field) into transmitted MAC frame head-
ers. Owing to the broadcast nature of wireless transmissions,
other stations overhearing the transmitted frame(s) are also
able to extract the current backoff stage of the transmitting
station. Since in CSMA/ECAHys+FS, the current CW is derived
from both backoff stage and CWmin, other stations can
compute the future transmissions of the transmitting station (in
terms of time slots) to avoid future ‘predicted’ collisions with
their own transmissions. CSMA/ECA-DRHys+FS also employs
Kalman filter [10] to adjust the CW size of different traffic
categories based on the estimated number of active contenders.
Through extensive simulations, we show that CSMA/ECA-
DRHys+FS (hereafter, referred to as ECA-DR) outperforms
CSMA/ECAHys+FS (hereafter, referred to as ECA) in both
saturated and non-saturated dense scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
research is summarized in Section II. Section III describes
ECA-DR in detail. Section IV presents simulation settings and
traffic models used for the simulations followed by simulation
results and evaluation. Section V concludes the paper with
future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

The closest work to ECA-DR is EBA [11] which is de-
signed to improve CSMA/CA with a single type of traffic.
Using EBA, a station announces to other stations its future
random backoff value and current offset (so that recipients can
synchronize their reservation windows) in a 24-bit field piggy-
backed on each transmitted MAC frame header. A receiving
station should keep a reservation window to compute its
next backoff value based on the announcement overheard and
choose the offset if it is not an active transmitter (i.e., no
packet1 in its queue). However, the backoff value is chosen
randomly and, hence, would not help to reduce collisions
among a large number of contenders.

1Packet and frame are used interchangeably in this paper and both refer to
MAC layer PDU (M-PDU).



Instead, a station using ECA-DR shares its backoff stage
value with other stations, in a 3-bit field added to the MAC
frame header. Since ECA-DR is based on ECA, a station
chooses the expected value of CW in which it transmitted its
frames and hence, other stations overhearing the transmitting
station could compute both the future transmission time of
the transmitting station and the number of frames to be
transmitted. Instead of keeping a reservation window as in
EBA (which incurs higher memory usage and computational
cost), each station, using ECA-DR, only keeps the prohibited
backoff values, decreases them with its own backoff values (if
it has packets to transmit), and avoids choosing them for its
future transmissions.

In addition, adaptive selection of optimal CW size based
on different measured criteria in the network has been shown
to improve the performance of CSMA/CA. Such criteria can
be the number of contenders estimated based on Conditional
Collision Probability (Pcc) [5], [10]; the number of contenders
and average idle slots [6]; the channel utilization ratio and
retransmit counts [7]; the channel Bit Error Ratio (BER),
backoff parameters and contention level [8], [12]; the delay
deviation and channel congestion status [9], etc. Specifically,
ECA-DR uses Pcc to approximate the number of active con-
tenders and selects the appropriate backoff stage for different
traffic categories both between two unsucessful transmissions
and when the backoff stage is supposed to be reset to zero.

III. DESCRIPTION OF ECA-DR

Algorithm 12 without the blue lines represents ECA with
traffic differentiation. It is important to note that usage of
AIFS violates the assumption that all backlogged stations
simultaneously decrease their backoff values after each slot,
and hence, AIFS is not practical in ECA and ECA-DR
[13]. Unlike CSMA/CA in which successive transmissions
of a station have no correlation with each other (even after
successful transmissions, the backoff stage (ki) will be reset
to zero), ECA would relate successive successful transmissions
of a station by the “Hysteresis” mechanism (i.e., choosing the
expected value of the transmitting CW as the next backoff
value, line 26). The issue of fairness among stations that
wait longer to transmit is also addressed by the “Fair Share”
mechanism which relates the number of transmitting frames
to the transmitting backoff stage, ki (line 17).

ECA only reaches a collision-free schedule in saturated
single traffic scenarios, since almost all contenders will con-
verge to the same CW. However, ECA is unable to con-
verge to a collision-free schedule in traffic differentiation or
unsaturated scenarios within dense deployments. In traffic
differentiation, delay-sensitive access categories (AC) require
frequent transmissions and hence shorter transmission intervals
(and CW sizes). However, among the deterministic backoff
values computed by Algorithm 1 (i.e., 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127,
255, 511), 15 is divisible by 3 (AC[VO], the voice AC, in

2This algorithm is borrowed from [1] and adapted to traffic differentiation
using ECA-DR.

Algorithm 1: ECA-DR with Traffic Differentiation

1 while the device is on do
2 R← 6;K← 5;AC← 4;
3 BIV = 1; // BOS increase value

4 CWmin[AC]← [32, 32, 16, 8];
5 for i← 0 to AC− 1 do
6 ri ← 0; ki ← 0;
7 Bi ← U [0, 2kiCWmin[i]− 1];
8 while there is a packet in Qi to transmit do
9 repeat

10 while Bi > 0 do
11 wait 1 slot;
12 Bi ← Bi − 1;
13 if overheard a packet (p) then
14 NT← (2p.bCWmin[p.AC])/2− 1;
15 if Bi = NT then
16 Bi ← U [0, 2kiCWmin[i]− 1];
17 Transmit 2ki packet(s); // Fair Share

18 if collision then
19 ri ← ri + 1;
20 Choose BIV based on Estimated NAC;
21 ki ← min(ki +BIV,K);
22 Bi ← U [0, 2kiCWmin[i]− 1];
23 until (ri = R) or (success);
24 ri ← 0;
25 if success then
26 Bi ← (2kiCWmin[i])/2− 1; // Hysteresis

27 else
28 Discard 2ki packet(s);
29 ki ← 0;
30 Choose ki based on Estimated NAC;
31 Bi ← U [0, 2kiCWmin[i]− 1];
32 Wait for a packet in Qi to transmit;
33 ki ← 0;
34 Choose ki based on Estimated NAC;
35 Bi ← U [0, 2kiCWmin[i]− 1];

backoff stage 0) and 63 is divisible by 7 (AC[VO] in backoff
stage 1 and AC[VI], the video AC, in backoff stage 0). Thus,
AC[VO] and AC[VI] might collide with other traffic categories
or the same traffic categories with larger deterministic backoff
values.In unsaturated scenarios, due to frequent queue flushes,
a station might not retain its deterministic backoff value for
a long time. This is followed by choosing random backoff
values with resultant collision increase in dense scenarios.
The proposed distributed reservation mechanism of ECA-DR
correctly identifies these collisions and prevents them from
happening.

A. Distributed Channel Reservation

The blue-colored section in Algorithm 1 depicts the general
inner workings of ECA-DR and its integration with ECA. To
compute the next transmission time (in terms of time slots)
of a transmitting station, an overhearing station requires the



knowledge of the type of overheard traffic, its CWmin and the
transmitting backoff stage. The type of traffic can be extracted
from the “TID” subfield of the “QoS Control” field in the
MAC header (denoted by p.AC in line 14) and CWmin for that
type of traffic is based on IEEE 802.11e. Also, the added 3-
bit field to the MAC frame header contains the transmitting
backoff stage (p.b). Line 14 shows the computation of the next
transmission time of an overheard frame. After computing the
next transmission time, the overhearing station compares the
next transmission time with its own backoff values of back-
logged traffic categories (line 15). If a collision is predicted
with any of the station’s traffic categories, the station should
choose another random backoff value.

The 3-bit field can represent numbers 0 to 7 in binary, but
the maximum backoff stage will not exceed 5 or 6 (5 in our
simulations). If a station finds its queue empty, it will announce
its queue status (similar to setting the ”More Data” subfield
of the ”Frame Control” field) by setting the 3-bit field to 7
(i.e., 111 in binary) in order not to prevent other stations from
choosing the station’s deterministic backoff value computed in
Algorithm 1 as NT. If the backoff stage value is less than 7, the
next transmission (NT) will be added to the list of prohibited
backoff values kept by each station. If a station requires a
random backoff value for any of its traffic categories (new
packet in an empty queue or after collision), it avoids choosing
the prohibited values. Note that once a prohibited value is
added to the list of prohibited values of a station, a station
should count it down with its own backoff values for each
passing time slot. If the station does not have any packet in
its queues, it should still count down the prohibited values for
each passing time slot.

In our simulations we put this 3-bit field in the Address 4
field of MAC frame header so as to avoid any MAC frame
header overhead. Including transmitting backoff stage into
the MAC frame header also plays the role of RTS control
frame. In order to avoid hidden terminals in multi-hop and
overlapping basic service set (OBSS) scenarios, a receiver
should also include this field in the ACK control frame to
also play the role of CTS control frame. Unlike RTS/CTS that
reserves the channel for a transmission that follows CTS, the
distributed reservation mechanism of ECA-DR only instructs
the overhearing stations to refrain from transmission at the
next transmission of a transmitting station (i.e., the overhearing
stations may transmit before or after). Therefore, distributed
reservation does play the role of RTS/CTS without four-way
handshake which is important for short frames and delay-
sensitive applications.

B. Backoff Stage Selection

Conditional Collision Probability (Pcc) is the probability of
occurring packet collisions that are only caused by transmis-
sions. Based on [10], Pcc will remain constant irrespective of
the number of packet retransmissions by a station and can be
used to infer the number of active contenders (NAC) in the

TABLE I
OTHER PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATIONS

Parameters Value
Physical channel rate 65 Mbps

Channel width 20 MHz
Number of streams 2x2 MIMO
Empty slot duration 9 µs

DIFS 28 µs
SIFS 10 µs

Maximum retransmission attempts 6
Packet size 1470 Bytes

MAC queue size 2000 Packets

network. Pcc can be computed by dividing the number of busy
and collision slots (a station overhears) by the total slots:

Pcc =
Slotbusy + SlotCollision

TotalSlots
(1)

Also we noticed in dense networks, always resetting backoff
stage to zero (after receiving packet in an empty queue or
packet drop after reaching the maximum retry limit) highly
contribute to the overall collisions and performance degreda-
tion. Thus, a station can compute Pcc to choose the proper CW
when it is supposed to reset its backoff stage. In Algorithm 1,
ECA-DR uses Pcc to estimate the NAC and choose the proper
CW (1) between two consecutive transmissions of a station if
the first transmission results in a collision by computing the
backoff stage increae value (lines 20) and (2) where the station
has to reset its backoff stage (line 30 and line 34).

Optimal CW selection cannot be used with the “hystere-
sis” mechanism of ECA because deterministic backoff values
chosen after successful transmissions might divide each other
which may cause more collisions in dense networks. Thus,
to compute ‘proper’ CW for AC[BE] and AC[BK], ECA-DR
chooses the backoff stage (kAC and BIV) based on Eq. 2:

2kACCWmin[AC] > NAC2 · Pcc (2)

Due to stringent delay requirements of delay-sensitive traffics,
CW for AC[VO] and AC[VI] is chosen equal to half of the
value computed by Eq. 2.

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

We extend [2] to implement ECA-DR in the COST simula-
tor [14]. Simulations are carried out in a single hop scenario
where all stations are in transmission range of each other and
the channel is assumed to have no errors.

A. Simulation settings

To resemble dense traffic scenarios, each station is sim-
ulated to have four types of traffic (i.e., AC[VO], AC[VI],
AC[BE] and AC[BK]). AC[VI] source traffic is based on
H.264/Advanced Video Coding (H.264/AVC) with compres-
sion mechanism and resulting rate-variability. AC[VO] is
chosen based on Internet Low Bit Rate Codec (iLBC) with
silent detection (payload of 38 bytes with 20 ms intervals). For
more information about the detail of Voice and Video codecs,
we refer the readers to [2]. In saturated settings, MAC queues
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Fig. 1. Results of saturated scenario for 5-90 stations each with 4 ACs. Overall network throughput, collisions, and Jain’s fairness index are shown on top.
Results for different ACs are shown on the bottom. Legend of throughput per AC can be inferred from the next sub-figure.

of AC[BE] and AC[BK] always have packets to transmit
with packet arrival rate of 65 Mbps which is larger than the
throughput they can attain. In unsaturated traffic scenarios, the
packet arrival rate to the MAC queues of AC[BE] and AC[BK]
is 1 Mbps that will result in frequent queue flushes.

Simulations are based on 10 repetitions with different seeds
that simulate 60 seconds of different protocols (i.e., ECA and
ECA-DR). Other simulation parameters are illustrated in Table
I. Since the goal is to use the proposed distributed reservation
mechanism instead of the expensive RTS/CTS mechanism in
the conventional ways, all simulations are carried out without
RTS/CTS. Thus, in saturation scenarios, the transmission
duration of a successful frame can be computed by:

Tsuccess = Tframe + SIFS + TBlockACK +DIFS + Tσ, (3)

where Tσ is the duration of an empty slot. Tframe and TBlockACK
are computed from Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively, as follows.

Tframe = TPHY+

⌈
SF + k(MD+ LMH + Ldata) + TB

OFDM Rate

⌉
Tsym

(4)
In Eq. 4 TPHY is 32 µs, Service Field (SF) is 2 bytes, k is the
transmitting backoff stage that gives the number of aggregated
MAC frames (A-MPDUs), MPDU Delimiter (MD) is 4 bytes,
length of MAC header (LMH) is 36 bytes including 3-bit field,
Tail Bits (TB) is 6 bits and the duration of OFDM symbol
Tsym is 4 µs. OFDM Rate is computed based on the number
of subcarriers (234 for 20 Mhz bandwidth), the number of bits

per OFDM symbol (6), coding rate (3/4) and antenna settings
(MIMO).

TBlockACK = TPHY +

⌈
SF + LBlockACK +TB

OFDM Rate

⌉
Tsym (5)

Length of Block Acknowledgement (LBlockACK) is 32 bytes.

B. Analysis of simulation results

Fig. 1 depicts the results of ECA-DR in saturated scenarios.
The top 3 sub-figures show the overall statistics. The overall

number of collisions in ECA-DR is less than half of that in
ECA for up to 50 users. Not only does ECA-DR achieve higher
throughput than ECA (top-left sub-figure), it also reduces
the average delay of delay-sensitive traffic (bottom-right sub-
figure). This will give the chance to support larger numbers of
Voice (AV[VO]) and real-time Video AC[VI] users. Average
queuing delay and time between successful transmissions of
AC[VO] remain below 10 ms for up to 70 users and for
AC[VI], remain below 100 ms for up to 90 users. ECA can
only satisfy delay requirements of 60 AC[VO] users and 60
AC[VI] users.

Real-world scenarios are mostly represented by non-
saturated scenarios. AC[BE] and AC[BK] represent web-
surfing, email and file download (not all the users constantly
saturate these ACs). Packet arrival rate to the MAC queue of
these traffics is 1 Mbps. Fig. 2 illustrates the network statistics
based on different network metrics. Like saturated scenario,
ECA-DR outperforms ECA in achieving both higher through-
puts and lower delays. In unsaturated scenarios, ECA-DR
satisfies delay requirements of 100 AC[VI] and 60 AC[VO]
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Fig. 2. Results of unsaturated scenario for 5-100 stations each with 4 ACs. Overall network throughput, collisions, and Jain’s fairness index are shown on
top. Results for different ACs are shown on the bottom. Legend of throughput per AC can be inferred from the next sub-figure.

users. ECA can only satisfy delay requirements of 70 AC[VI]
and around 55 AC[VO] users.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Three features of CSMA/CA that cause network perfor-
mance degradation in dense networks are (1) prioritization of
delay sensitive traffics by blindly giving them more channel
access time, (2) doubling of CW after collision to reduce
further collisions without considering the number of active
contenders, and (3) scheduling of packet transmissions by
solely relying on the collision or success a station may experi-
ence. Choosing optimal CW based on instantaneous estimated
number of active contenders has been shown to improve
the efficiency of CSMA/CA-based MAC protocols. However,
optimal CW selection cannot be used with the “hysteresis”
mechanism of ECA due to asynchronous stations decisions. In
this paper, we introduced a distributed reservation mechanism
for ECA, termed ECA-DR, based on which stations can
collaboratively achieve higher network performance. To be
able to use ECA with proper CW, ECA-DR chooses the CW
based on estimated number of active contenders. Simulation
results demonstrate that ECA-DR can greatly improve the
efficiency of WLANs and, hence, support larger numbers of
voice and real-time video users.

We plan to reduce inter-cell interference in the overlapping
basic service set (OBSS) using ECA-DR and also to extend
ECA-DR to multi-hop scenarios and study the impact of
hidden terminals without the explicit use of RTS/CTS.
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